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The sharing economy as a disruptive
innovation
Disruptive innovations:
• Offer something new and different to users, rather than incrementally
improving upon what is already available
• Create new value for users
• Shake up incumbent firms, markets, and regulations

Interested in why disruptive low-carbon innovations are adopted
Potentially disruptive, low carbon innovations in the mobility sector:
alternatives to car ownership

Peer-to-peer mobility innovations

P2P ride sharing

P2P car sharing

An individual granting temporary access of a
seat in their vehicle, and sharing a journey,
with another individual, often for payment

An individual granting temporary access
of their vehicle to another individual,
often for payment

What is the role of trust in the adoption of
peer-to-peer mobility innovations?

Adopters are not a heterogeneous group
Peer-to-peer ride sharers

Commuters
• Middle aged (35 – 65)
• Middle income
• Use regularly with
same people
• Commuting

•
•
•
•
•

One-off users
Younger (under 35)
Lower income
Car-free households
Use monthly or less
One-off journeys

Peer-to-peer car sharers

Providers
• Fleet providers and
personal providers
• Mid - high income
• Households with
multiple cars

Users
•
•
•
•

Younger (under 35)
Car-free households
Middle income
Use monthly or less

Different groups value different aspects
of trust

Very important
Important
Not important

Relative importance of the aspects of trust
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The three targets of trust
Personal safety

Trust in person

Driving quality

Trust in product

Reputation of
the platform

Trust in platform
* From Hawlitschek, Teubner, & Weinhardt (2016)

Personal safety is most important for
one-off ride-sharers
Commuters
◦ More trusting of others from the same workplace – sense of reassurance
◦ “… you know you’re not going to get into the car with an axe murder,
probably”

One-off users
◦ Concerns at lack of background checks/ vetting processes
◦ “nothing is being tracked … there is no code of conduct, and even if there
was how would you enforce it?”
CS providers and CS users did not express any concerns regarding their
personal safety

Driving quality is very important for most
Commuters
◦ “we were sort of like, "I'm not sure if that’s legal” …. Maybe you shouldn’t drive us
anymore”

One-off users
◦ “I think sometimes you can get tied into something … and you don’t realise in the
beginning what that person might do while they’re driving”

CS providers: Fleet providers
◦ “Someone properly crashed one of my cars … but the platform just fixed it all …Made
loads more money, and now I’m about to sell it. It's just a piece of metal to me, that
makes me money”

CS providers: Personal providers
◦ “That’s my car, and I want you to take good care of it and return it so that I can continue
to use because it is my car”

CS users did not express any concerns regarding their driving quality

The reputation of the platform isn’t a
main consideration
Commuters
◦ Often don’t have a choice
◦ “I think it gained its reputation from my workplace … I trusted my organisation so
therefore I used it”

One-off users
◦ Often use multiple to search a ride
◦ “For me, it's not so much the platform that matters, like not the reputation; it’s how
big it is”

CS providers
◦ Important to be paired with mainstream insurer
◦ There’s been some scratches on a roof before on one of my cars … the platform just
paid out straight away to be fair … they paid straight out and it was fine”

CS users
◦ Base choice on location and availability

Perceptions of trust in a COVID world
Commuters
◦ Teleworking and “forbidden” from ride sharing
One-off users
◦ Split: better than the alternative of public transport, but question necessity of journey
◦ “You don’t really want to be in confined space with someone who you don’t know their situation, you don’t
know where they’ve been … And you can’t really ask those kinds of questions to people all the time”

CS providers
◦ Personal providers = responsibility of sanitising car is off-putting
◦ Fleet providers = busier than ever since the start of COVID
CS users
◦ Preferable to public transport, but question providers ability and willingness to sanitise car
◦ “one reason I’m just not using P2P car sharing at the moment and am doing car hire … you know if you go to
enterprise theoretically the consistency between all their places cleaning cars should be good, and you know if
you've got a reputation like that to uphold then you better make sure it’s good”

What is the role of trust in the adoption
of peer-to-peer mobility innovations?
Trust in
person

Trust in
product

Trust in
platform

Three targets of trust have varying importance
o Differences between innovations
o Differences between adopter groups
Understanding these differences is important to help us understand the
current and future viability of P2P mobility

Trust is just one part of the puzzle
Who and
why
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